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7 DECEMBER 2011 

In order for the Coast Guard to accept a bridge permit application and ultimately adopt 
the EIS, the five comments need to be addressed in the EIS and supported with detailed 
information.  Below you will find the original five comments and additional USCG 
comments (in italics) based on the information presented in the draft ROD. 
 

No. Page 
 
Comment 
 

1 3-72 Exhibit 3.2-4 (Source: Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2004) on this page does not include 
Thompson Metal Fabricators (TMF), nor does the section include the source of the 
frequency data for all vessel types.  TMF was mentioned in the Boat Survey narrative 
but its clearance requirements were not included in Exhibit 3.2-4.  
 
The EIS needs to cite the updated clearance requirement for Thompson Metal 
Fabricators (125’ above 0.0 CRD) and the source of the frequency data for all vessel 
types transiting the bridge, in order for the Coast Guard to adopt the EIS.  

Schooner Creek Boat Works, a large mast sailing vessels servicing facility, has raised 
concerns regarding the proposed Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA) severely 
impacting their customers. Address whether LPA will block access to the customers of 
Schooner Creek Boat Works. 
In order for the Coast Guard to adopt the EIS, the EIS needs to cite Air Draft Analysis 
to assess the impact to owners of vessels that would be unable to pass the 95 foot 
(CRD) vertical clearance. Need to address any minimization, avoidance or mitigation 
measures for Schooner Creek Boat Works now that Schooner Creek requires 125’.  
 
The EIS must address whether any existing facilities on the waterway are or could be 
considered critical infrastructure, key resources, or important/unique US industrial 
capability  i.e. are these facilities unique or one of only a few of the type on the US 
Pacific Coast, do they provide specialty products that are not available from other US 
manufacturers, etc.  Address whether the LPA’s reduced clearances negatively impacts 
those facilities and their customers. 
 
The Coast Guard will be reaching out to Department of Homeland Security officials 
for a critical infrastructure, key resource, and/or important/unique US industrial 
capability determination for facilities on the waterway.  

Address the vertical clearance provided by the LPA at various water stages of the 
Columbia River and whether those reduced clearances negatively impact the safe and 
efficient movement of any present or prospective public, commercial and recreational 
users operating on the waterway. 

The Draft ROD provides a Table with the vertical clearance provided at various water 
stages but does not address how those reduced clearances will impact the safe and 
efficient movement of any present or prospective public, commercial and recreational 
users operating on the waterway. Once the Air Draft Analysis is completed for the 
waterway, a better graphical representation of availability of the waterway can be 
made for this section of the EIS, in order for the Coast Guard  to adopt the EIS. 
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Provide data regarding frequency of use, and vertical and horizontal clearance 
requirements for all vessels transiting the waterway, including any cargos that would 
require additional vertical clearance.  
This data has not been provided and needs to be provided in order for the USCG  to 
adopt the EIS. 

For vessels that require a bridge opening at the current I-5 bridge, provide the 
following information: 

o Vessel name 
o Length overall (LOA) 
o Beam 
o Draft 
o Height of the highest fixed point above the waterline for vessels that required a 

bridge opening 
 
 
This data has not been provided and needs to be provided in order for the USCG to be 
able to adopt the EIS. The data from the 2004 Boat Survey and the 2008 Navigation 
Technical Report is outdated. 

List the number and type of vessels that will no longer be able to transit the LPA and 
provide the following data for each vessel: 

o Vessel name 
o Length overall (LOA) 
o Beam 
o Draft 
o Height of the highest fixed point above the waterline for vessels that required a 

bridge opening 
 
This data has not been provided and needs to be provided in order for the USCG to 
adopt the EIS. The data from the 2004 Boat Survey and the 2008 Navigation Technical 
Report is outdated. 
 

2 3-74, 
Section 
3.2.3, 
para 3 

The following statement is included on this page: “Limitations to marine contractors 
would be offset by substantially improved navigational safety and elimination of river 
traffic delays. Tall loads would need to partially disassemble for those infrequent trips 
upriver of the LPA.”  
 
To validate the above statement, the Coast Guard requests documentation of all vessels 
and cargoes that will need to be partially disassembled/dismantled in order to transit 
the LPA, and whether they currently possess that capability.  In addition, provide the 
name of the vessels and any increase in operating cost associated with the required 
disassembly or dismantling.  
 
The Coast Guard will need the above data in the EIS in order to adopt the EIS, to 
include specific vessels and their capability to be partially disassembled/dismantled.  
The Air Draft Analysis must also be included in the EIS.  
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3 3-72 – 

3.75 
The FEIS does not address current and future impacts to navigation/waterway users as 
a result of the proposed decreased vertical clearance provided with the LPA nor does it 
study alternatives with a vertical clearance other than 95’.  The Early Screening Results 
Table (Appendix D) shows initial consideration for a High-Level Bridge, but it 
received a “Fail” rating for not improving safety and not decreasing vulnerability to 
incidents.  The High-level bridge alternative’s Long Term Effects needs to be 
addressed in this section of the FEIS based on updated vessel clearance requirement 
data and information collected on upstream growth and development. (See Comment # 
1 and 2 above for more information) 
 
The EIS does not address the impact on present and prospective upstream growth and 
development as a result of the reduced vertical clearance. This information must be 
reflected in the EIS, in order for the Coast Guard to adopt the EIS. 
 
The FEIS states that the primary channel will provide a minimum of 95’ above the zero 
Columbia River datum; due to higher water levels on the river, zero datum is rarely 
attained.  List the available vertical clearance during various times of the year in this 
chapter, not just in the appendix under the “2008 Navigational Technical Report”. 
 
Table 1 needs to include the daily water levels on the river, not just the monthly levels. 

4 3-76 Section 3.2.5 (Mitigation or Compensation) does not address mitigation proposed for 
those vessels and companies that will no longer be able to transit the LPA’s reduced 
vertical clearance.  
 
In order for the Coast Guard to adopt the EIS, the Air Draft Analysis needs to be 
conducted and presented in the EIS to determine the level of impact to all waterway 
users. Minimization, avoidance, and mitigation will then need to be addressed in the 
EIS. 

5 3-97 Section 3.4 (Land Use and Economic Activity) does not address the reduced vertical 
clearance’s impact on present and prospective upstream commercial activity, e.g. jobs, 
and economic growth and development.  Address any existing or planned 
commercial/industrial developments negatively affected by the reduced vertical 
clearance and discuss the economic impacts the proposed restriction will have on these 
businesses. 
 
This information must be included in the EIS, in order for the Coast Guard to adopt the 
EIS.  
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